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The Magnctes of the east coast mountains, round Pclion
and Ossa, stand apart from their neighbours ethnologically
as well as locally, and have the appearance of a remnant
of the older population of the Aegean. Their dialect was
Aiolic, not the Doric of the Malians and Achaians ; and
Pindar mentions their characteristic national dress l—close-
fitting, unlike that of most Greeks, and suggesting that of
the Aegean Bronze Age, or the " onion-skin" tunic of
Odysseus in one well-known passage.- Pent in their high
mountains by Thcssalian pressure, some of them retired
overseas, and some lines attributed to a seventh-century
poet show us one such exile, " a Thcssalian from Crete, of
Magnesian race," keeping alive the memory of his lost home.3
On this economic and military basis, its horses and
its land,4 grew up a powerful state, able to pursue a spirited
foreign policy in central Greece. The leading part in politics
was naturally played by the great landed families ; the names
recur again and again of the Aleuadai of Larissa, Echekratidai
of Pharsalos, Skopadai of Krannon.5 Aleuas the Red, founder
of the political fortunes of the Alexiad house, was said to
have divided the land into Quarters or Tetrarchies,6 a feat
elsewhere ascribed to Thessalos,7 the mythical founder of
the race. The townships of Thessaly were mosb of them little
more than markets arid meeting places for the inhabitants
of the great plain, and had none of the separatist vitality
of a typical Greek city-state; which alone made such a
broad territorial state a possibility. Arrangements were
1 Pyth, iv, 80 (140).	a Od> xix, 232-4,
3	Epitaph on Hippiumon, who was killed in battle, with his horse (" Swift-
foot "), his dog, and Ms squire, A.P. vix, 30-4 ;    attributed to Peisandros of
Rhodes by a marginal commentator who cites Nikolaos of Damascus.    The
employment of dogs in battle, as this dog, sharing its master's epitaph,
presumably was employed, marks the epigram as an early one (cf. p, 3,68).
4	Cf. the " Megarian oracle " (£ on Theokr, xxv, 48), Thessalian horses
and the land of Pelasgian Argos, in Phthia, acclaimed as the best in Greece.
6	Aleuads: Pindar, Pythi x; Hdk vii, 6, etc,   Echekratids, Anakreon,
107 (A.P. vi, 142),Thk,i, HI;  Skopads, Simonides, frag. 4(of, Plato, Protag,,
p, 339a) and 6, Theokritps, jcvi, 86 and S ad loo (where a Skopad named
Kreon marries a lady named EJohekrateia) j  Hdt. vi, 1ST.
* Harpokration, s,v. rerpap^t'w, quoting Aristotle (see beloW, p. 224, n» 3).
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